
Team Registration Rule as of January 1, 2018 
 

Effective January 1, 2018 there are three changes related to team/dancer registration: 

1. Uniform Date by which to establish dancer age for registration purposes 

2. 50% Rule for Team qualification when dancers change during year 

3. Team results and validation after each competition to determine qualification towards Championships. 
 

Uniform Date by which to establish dancer age for registration purposes 

January 1st is the date to determine “age” for dancers during competition year which runs from November 1 – October 31st (assuming 

Championships are in October).  Whatever the age is of each dancer on that date (January 1st), is the age that they will compete at 

every Regional competition and at Nationals.   

 

Example: On 1/1/18 I am 12 years old. I will be registered in everything I dance all year long no matter when my birthday is even 

though I turn 13 in September.  I won’t be placed in the 13-year-old age division until 1/1/19. This gives me 1 full calendar year to 

complete a competition year in the same age division for solos/duos and for teams to compete a full year in the same age division in 

spite of the fact that birthdays will occur during the year.  When every dancer follows this rule, everyone is on a level playing field.  

There is no advantage to one dancer/team over another.  This also prevents directors from re-averaging ages for every competition 

and/or competing all year as an elementary and then get to nationals and have to compete as a junior. 

 

Example: My choregraphed solo and traditional solo age is 12 on 1/1/18.  I compete all year long as a 12 year old.  With ACHF 

birthday Rule, even though I turn 13 in August 2018, I am still 12 years old and compete at Nationals as 12 years old.  Again, a 

consistent date by which to determine ages reduces work and ensures dancers “finish” a year in the age category they started out it. 

 

Team Example: My team on 1/1/18 average is 12.72.  We compete and qualify all year as Elementary Line.  However, at Nationals, 

because of birthdays our average becomes 13.29 which bumps us up to Junior Line. We did well in our age division because we 

averaged high in Elementary at 12.72, but now we are in Junior (barely) and going up against older more experienced dancers and my 

dancers don’t feel like they have a chance against them.  Should I take one or two out so that we can stay in Elementary?  That is not 

fair to my dancers. 

However under the New ACHF Rule, My team will finish what age division they started out in and got qualified for Elementary Line 

at all regional competitions and they will stay Elementary all year and compete Elementary line at Nationals one last time, and on 

1/1/19 our average is 13.29 and we become Junior Line. We now have 3 full years to compete in Junior. 

 

50% Rule for Team qualification when dancers change during year 

You must have 50% of the dancers that qualified at regional competitions compete in the routine at Nationals.  They key to this rule is 

whether the director changed the dancers or the dancers left the studio. 

 

Example:  You compete in January 2018 & April 2018 in competitions as a senior Line and qualify with two 1st places with 7 

dancers.  The director pulls/changes 4 dancers and are left with 3 dancers in this senior line.  If you just pull some younger dancers up 

from your junior team and just go ahead and dance them at Nationals and add some dancers so they won’t lose that qualification, the 

problem is, you replaced more than 50% of the dancers that registered and qualified the routine.  You would not be able to compete 

the routine listed in this example unless you requalified with the new 4 dancers included as you exceeded the allowable 50% change.  

 

Going Forward, Directors should notify two individuals when this type of occurrence happens. Notify Heather Vassey and Henry 

Jones as soon as possible so you can regroup and adjust your team in their qualifications for Nationals. 

 

Exception to Rule:  My team’s averaged age is 17.12 on 1/1/18.  We qualify 1 competition in Exhibition Senior age division (Routine 

has 6 dancers).  On May 10th 2018, I lose 3 dancers.  (The dancers quit my team, this was out of my control) I had to re-group and I 

had to replace those dancers with new ones.  This changes my average age to 15.55, which is now Junior.  After I first notify Heather 

Vassey (ACHF birth certificate custodian) that I lost these 3 dancers and I send her the birth certificates of the 3 new dancers I 

replaced them with, I then second notify Henry Jones (ACHF National qualification chairperson), that I lost 3 dancers and I 

replaced them with 3 new dancers and it changed our Senior Exhibition to Junior Exhibition.  I compete again as Junior Exhibition 

and we are now qualified as Junior Exhibition at Nationals (because we won 1st as senior age division and 2nd as junior age division) 

This way, when Nationals comes around, Henry knows what happened and has the change and there is no confusion and Henry has 

checked the master list that Heather Vassey keeps up to date because all the team directors communicate this to her asap.   In addition 

by communicating it to Kimberly, all is recorded well before Nationals and there will not be a question about my team changing age 

divisions in the middle of the competition year. 

 

In other words, if the director chooses to change 50% of more of the makeup of a team dance, then all previous qualifications are lost.  

If a director has to make changes to a team dance because students left (not within control of director), then as long as Henry and 

Heather are notified, there is no loss of previous qualification. 

 

 



 

Team results and validation after each competition to determine qualification towards Championships. 

As a Team Director, you will to send to Henry Jones what your team won at every ACHF sanctioned competition so she can have a 

tally on team qualifications all year long so by Nationals Directors know what they qualified for without question and Henry knows 

what qualified without question.  And if you have a change in dancers which changes your age division or qualification, you notify 

Kimberly as soon as possible so to get it recorded and straightened out right when it happens and not at the last minute which causes 

confusion.  It is the Director’s responsibility to work alongside Heather Vassey and help keep all this information up to date and 

correct during the year. 

 

 

 

Sanctioning Rules for hosting an ACHF competition: 

Once we get through Nationals, we will be posting on a separate Form the guidelines and Rules for hosting a regional competition. 

This will clarify the requirements and standards each competition must follow in hosting an ACHF event.  This way it will be in 

writing and no “understood” rules. The board is working to do this for everything.  Keep checking your emails, website and Facebook 

for notifications and updates for ACHF!  New and exciting things are coming Soon! 

 

Clarification for Team averages:  How do you average your team average for ACHF? 

You do your team average by adding all the dancers age and divide it by how many dancers are in that routine.  If your total is 15.6, 

then your average is 15.  You don’t round up &/or round down. 

 

Precision foot work is defined as doing the same step on the same foot the entire time.  If a step is performed on a different foot from 

other dancers, it is considered a missed step or out of step from others.  

     


